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Congratulations - and welcome to my world.
My name is Dave Sharpe, and I’m the guy who’s going to open your eyes to the very
harsh realities that are keeping you stuck, stressing out about money, robbing Peter to
pay Paul and living paycheck to paycheck…
And I’m going to show exactly how you too can break away from the spell and finally
live the life of freedom and prosperity you and your family deserve.
So I hope you’re ready to take a deep dive down the rabbit hole, because what I’ll
reveal to you in the next few pages might shock you…
...but it’ll prove to be immensely profitable for you - IF you’ve got the guts to swallow
a large dose of harsh reality.
To start, I have a question for you:
“What’s the BIGGEST lie we’ve been fed by our government and ruling classes?”
HINT: Awakening to this HARSH truth was the first step that got me out of working
construction and barely make ends meet to now living the life of my dreams and
impacting the lives of thousands of people worldwide.
You might think you know the answer...but I doubt you’ll even get close.
The reality is…

You Got PLAYED
That’s right.
The whole "Be a good little boy/girl. Get good grades. Go to college. Find a good job.
Put away money into your retirement account and you’ll be just fine." charade is
collapsing right under our noses.
We’ve been PLAYED.
We’ve been lead to believe that happiness and security were waiting for us if only we
did as we were told.

If only we followed the path laid out for us, we’d be ok.
But surveys show 1 in 3 Americans have no retirement savings.
Surveys show most Americans don't have even $1,000 in their bank account.
And this may sound crazy...but surveys show that only 20% of Americans are free of
debt.
Horrifying stats...but honestly, not surprising.
Not when millions of students nationwide borrow as much as $40K A YEAR to with the
dream of getting a degree that’s supposed to open doors for them…
Only to see themselves having to go back to their parents place because there just
aren’t any jobs for his line of work.
Worst of all? Student loans are one of THE ONLY non-forgiven debts in this
country, so even if you file bankruptcy you can’t have them wiped clean.
As if that wasn’t enough, it seems like every decent paying job is either being replaced
by automation through software or robots, or it’s being shipped overseas so companies
can save a few dollars on payrolls.
It’s no wonder that a new report from the McKinsey Global Institute, "Poorer than their
Parents: Flat or Falling Incomes in Advanced Economies," shows a drastic trend in
declining incomes for middle class workers.
The report found that as much as 70% of households saw their earnings drop in the
past decade.
To put it bluntly: Those who had been taught to expect their wealth to grow through as
long as they obediently follow society’s path of chose, have learned that this promise is
a lie.
And you know what? This is not your fault. We’ve all been played!
But it IS your RESPONSIBILITY to do something about it and guarantee that you
and your family will NOT be played anymore.

The first step is to embrace this truth… and to understand the MASSIVE importance of
the question I asked you before…
“What’s the BIGGEST lie we’ve been fed by our government and ruling classes?”
I hope you’re ready to swallow a BIG dose of harsh reality, because I’m going to give
you the answer…
And it’ll be a tough pill to swallow.

The Biggest LIE We've All Been Fed…
The middle class is DEAD.
It’s a MYTH.
It’s the biggest LIE we’ve been fed by our government and the ruling classes.
The middle class is no longer a safe place for you, your kids or your spouse…
The middle class is what you want to AVOID.
Today, you MUST seek game-changing opportunities that will get you OUT of the
supposed comfort of the middle class…
You MUST seek a way to break free of barely making ends meet and constantly falling
further and further into crushing debt.
And VERY few people will tell you this truth.
The politicians can’t.
They cannot tell you the truth about the middle class, because if they did there would be
revolts all across the country.
So what do I mean when I say middle class?
I mean EVERYTHING you have been told:
College education, buying a home, 401Ks, a “steady” job, pensions…

It’s a LIE.
It’s all a lie.
What your mom and dad told you it’s a LIE.
Just look around. Look at your friends, look at your neighbors.
74% of Americans are living paycheck to paycheck.
And what do they all have in common?
They all BOUGHT IT.
They all bought the idea that you can get a good education, get a good job, sit back and
relax, because you’ll be ok. You’ll be happy. You’ll be taken care of.
And that’s just NOT true.
Look, I’m not here to bring you the bad news, I’m here to bring you the solution.

Get This OUT of Your Head!
“At least we’re happy”
“Money can’t buy happiness”
“We might not be wealthy but at least we're honest”
“Maybe it's just not God's will for me to have money”
Ever heard those? I’d bet you have. You can probably add a few I haven't heard before.
Well, I call BULLSHIT.
As a society, we’ve been conditioned since birth to believe that money is bad, and that
being broke is somehow better.
As if having no money made you a better person, or made you more spiritual.

And from the time that you and I were little, our sponge-like brain has been absorbing all
these beliefs about money and wealth.
And even though they're completely untrue in real life...
...they have the power to prevent you from living the life of freedom and
prosperity you know you deserve.
Think about it: if your goal is to be an honest, ethical, loving, caring and generous
person......
....and you believe that having money will make you evil, mean, nasty and greedy....
...your mind will not let you take actions that might increase your income.
You'll sabotage yourself every time.
And you won't even know it's happening!
Here’s an example....
Imagine you're sitting at a stoplight and a beautiful BMW pulls up beside you. It's a
$200,000 automobile.
What's your first reaction?
Is it something like…
"Look at that stupid rich prick driving that big ol' car. He probably thinks he's better than
everyone."
Now, if your response to simply seeing a person sitting in a car was to automatically
label them as a mean, evil nasty person...
...what does that say about your attitude about money?
I hope this book is enough to help you take the first step to solving the problem:

AWARENESS.
The first element of change is awareness. You can’t change something unless you
know it exists.

How to FIX What’s Going on Upstairs...
Sadly, most people go their entire LIVES in a cycle of "almost breaking away" and then
getting sucked back in.
They spend their lives stressing out about money, robbing Peter to pay Paul and living
paycheck to paycheck…
It's tragic.
It's the story of poverty. It's the story of mediocrity.
But now you know WHY this keeps happening.
Now you’ve become AWARE of the programming that runs us until we WAKE UP and
decide that we want something different.
That’s the first step.
(If you don’t know what I’m talking about go back a few pages. It’s VERY important.)
And like I promised you before, today I’m going to tell you what the next step is:
Disassociation.
Once you realize where this way of thinking came from, you can separate yourself from
it and choose in the present whether to keep it or let it go—based on who you are today,
and where you want to be tomorrow.
You can observe this way of thinking and see it for what it is, a ‘file’ of information that
was stored in your mind a long, long time ago and may not hold any truth or value for
you anymore.
And you can now choose to make friends with money.

You can choose to stop fighting against the very thing you're trying to get.
You can choose to be willing to see that money flows all around you.
That you only need to find out where the money is going and get in front of it.
You can decide to finally realize that money isn't good OR bad. It's neutral.
It's what you DO with money that makes the difference.
And you can STOP sabotaging yourself.
You can choose to stop saying things like:
"Hmm...it sounds too good to be true"
"If it's so good, why haven't I heard of it before?"
"I don't know...if I made that kind of money, I wouldn't know what to do about the
taxes."
"I don't know.....this looks like something I've never done before."
These thoughts keep you from the life of freedom and prosperity you want for yourself
and you family.
And you can finally seize the opportunities that are presented to you.
Opportunities like the one at www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

The FIRST Step, is to Make Friends With Money
I know the last few pages have been rough.
But I hope they’ve done their job of shaking you awake to the scam of the so called
“middle class”.
I hope they helped you realize that you need to MOVE…

And that you can’t expect the government, a corporation to take care of you and your
loved ones, and that the whole “be a good student, get a good job and it’ll all be alright”
myth is DEAD.
I hope they made you aware of how your negative beliefs about money have been
holding you back…
That you must break the hold of the mindset behind phrases like “We might not be
wealthy but at least we're honest” and that you must CHOOSE to see money as a tool
you can do (A LOT of) good with.
If they have...then you’re ready to start making friends with money. You’re ready to get
MOVING, to start taking matters into your own hands.
I’m here to share my own journey out of the “pay-check-to-pay-check” shackles, and to
show the steps that made me free.
The first one?
You have to KNOW WHAT YOU WANT.
You must develop a clear target you can aim for. Because when you don’t know what
you’re looking for, you’ll NEVER be able to find it.
It’s the first lesson of a F1 driver. If you’re about to crash into a wall, don’t look at the
wall and try to avoid it. Focus on where you DO want to steer the car, and your body will
follow.
It’s the same with money. If you keep focusing on how you’re sick and tired of barely
making ends meet...if you keep thinking about how much it sucks to feel trapped under
debt…
You’ll keep hitting the wall, every single time.
You MUST know what it is that you DO want. And it must be crystal clear.
I’ll show you exactly how to do it…
So pay attention!

How To Set Your Income Goals
Something magical happens when you set clear, inspiring income goals.
Your mind starts to work at full speed, developing plans to hit your goals. Opportunities
you wouldn’t have noticed suddenly catch your eye. You get surges of inspiration that
start to show you the way.
Because your mind is a VERY powerful tool...but it will only do what you ASK it to do.
So start asking for more. Give yourself a clear target and unlock your hidden power to
MAKE MORE MONEY.
It all starts with knowing exactly what you want.
Watch this video and learn exactly how to set your income goals:
www.GoNowTo.com/incomegoals

This Is KEY for Your Financial Future
Look, the sad truth is that most people are walking through life half asleep.
They do as they’re told. They do enough to get by. They stay “comfortable”...
But each day that goes by, they die a little bit inside. Because they know they’re not
living the life that they want of live.
They know that they’re not BEING who they want to be, not doing what they want to do,
and they’re definitely NOT making the money that they want to make.
But like you’ve learned in these previous pages, this will keep happening all through
their lives, unless they create clear, compelling income goals that will push them beyond
their comfort zone and get them MOVING so they can create the lives they truly want.
Because if you keep focusing on what you don’t want, you’ll inevitably drive yourself to
create more of it.

But, when you finally know what you DO want...it’s like magic. Because the incredibly
powerful tool you got right between your ears will start working FOR you instead of
against you.
Watch the video at www.GoNowTo.com/incomegoals to learn how to set your income
goals and give your mind the target it needs to get to work.

Figured Out the BLOCK Yet?
I trust you’ve given yourself the time to go through my training video on how to set your
income goals - and that you’ve figured out exactly what it is you DO want.
If you haven’t, I want you to go ahead and do it RIGHT NOW. It is absolutely CRUCIAL
for your financial future.
Now, if you’ve already developed your clear and compelling income goals, chances are
you've figured out that you’re going to have to start changing the way you do things.
Because as you realized when you did the exercise, it’s not only more money that you
want....
It’s more TIME. More FREEDOM. More LIFE.
You could find another J.O.B. doing the same thing you’re doing right now and you’d
instantly double your income.
But what kind of life would that be?
If you want to live a life of freedom and prosperity - of having both TIME and MONEY…
Then you MUST break the shackles of the “time for money” paradigm!
Believing that the only way to make money is to give up your time in exchange is the
BIGGEST MISCONCEPTION that’s keeping you away from your living dream lifestyle.
There’s a much, much better way.
In the next few pages, I’m going to tell you about how I went from being so broke it
hurt…

To living my dream lifestyle, impacting thousands of people, traveling around the world,
buying my dream house and car in CASH and, most importantly, being able to enjoy my
TIME with the people I love.
I’ll tell you exactly how I did it…
So stay tuned because it’s about to get REAL good.

I was STUCK...
Look, I know I can be quite blunt in my message. Maybe I can even come across as
unsympathetic.
But trust me… it’s NOT that I don’t understand.
In fact, I know very well just how much it sucks to be so broke it hurts.
It wasn’t that long ago that I would come home after working all day on a hot
construction site to a little 400 sq foot dilapidated house that I barely made enough
money to pay for every month…

I was living with my wife and daughter, and back then my wife and I would split the bills.
One month, things got so bad that I actually had to pawn some silver coins that were a
gift from my father just to afford my half.
And it wasn’t rare that I had to sit down with my wife and talk about whether we were
going to pay the electric bill or buy groceries.
I thought life was supposed to be a struggle. That was all I knew. All my friends were
broke. Almost all of my family were struggling. My beliefs systems were so broken that I
felt like I just didn't deserve more than the life of poverty I had.
Until one day, one of the most important people in my life helped me realized that my
life won’t ever get better by chance.
If it was going to get better, it would have to be by CHANGE.
If nothing changes, nothing changes. If I wanted a better lifestyle, more money, more
time with my family… I am the only person who can make that happen.
The lesson finally made it through my skull… and got me MOVING.
To say that my life had a 180° shift would be a massive understatement. But more on
this later...stay tuned.

THIS Got Me to Where I Am Today!
So I got quite a few responses to the last chapter’s message from people telling me that
that’s exactly how they feel right now.
And if you’re one of those people…
If you can sympathize with having to choose between buying groceries or paying the
electric bill…
I hope you take my story as proof of the POWER a single decision can have in your life.

Because even though I was at my lowest point in life (and not only financially), it was
the DECISION to do whatever it takes to create a life of prosperity that got me to where
I am today.
Yes, vehicles are important (and I would have killed to have something like what I have
now when I started out).
Yes, you must KNOW how to get there to actually get there. But when you make a real
DECISION...when you internally cut off from all other possibilities…MAGIC happens.
The path will reveal itself to you. But you must take the first step.
You already know how hard I had it. Now, I’d like your permission to share how my life
has changed. Not to brag, not to show off...but to show you what’s possible.
I still remember the first day I earned $10,000 in a single day a few years ago.
Then $40,000. Then $100,000… and over the last 5 years I’ve earned millions of dollars
and my companies have done over $170-Million in documented sales.
I went from living in tiny one bedroom houses to living in 5,000 square foot mansions…
and being able to buy these homes with CASH.

I went from driving trucks that I had to start with a screwdriver to driving the truck of my
dreams.

I went from being stuck in one city, having to pretend that I enjoyed the rare
“staycations” I took with my family, to traveling all around the world.
I’ve stood on cloud covered rooftops in Singapore….I’ve cruised down the breathtaking
canals of Amsterdam…I’ve explored the magical city of Rome...

I’ve journeyed through the castles of Scotland…I’ve stood in awe at the wonder that is
Stonehenge…I’ve been on the highest, most breathtaking mountains in Colorado…And
I’ve sipped out of coconuts on the beaches of the Caribbean….

But more than the lifestyle and freedom I found after the decision that changed my life,
what makes the most happy by far is what I’ve been able to do for others.
I really wanted to retire my wife, and in 2012 I did. I bought my Mom a car, and when I
handed her the keys, the look on her face was something I’ll never forget.
I bought my Dad a car, which was something that really filled my heart up because he
was the one who let me sleep on his couch when I was at the lowest point in my life….

But what fills my heart the most is the thousands of people around the world I’ve helped
become financially free as well.
I’ve helped people earn over $100-million in documented commissions through my
companies and programs.
And at the same time, I’ve turned my mess into a million dollar message.
And it all came after I made a DECISION.
That decision led me to the inevitable first step to creating a life of prosperity: getting
EDUCATED.
Our thoughts create our reality. You know this. Even I knew it back then.
But I had to take ACTION on that knowledge. I had to invest into transforming my
mindset, my way of thinking. My usual thoughts had gotten me so far. And I
wanted...no, I NEEDED to get much farther.
My first lesson was a crucial one: learning the 4 different ways to make money...and
how millionaires THINK about their income sources.

I’ll tell you all about it in the next chapter. In fact, I even shot a training video to explain
this key concept to you.
In the meantime, check out this video if you’re ready for change NOW:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

How to THINK Like a Millionaire
Here’s the harsh truth:
The ONLY way to you’ll ever create a life of prosperity and freedom is by CHANGING
THE WAY YOU THINK about money.
You already know that your thoughts create your reality, so I’m not going to go on and
on about it.
But it’s not enough to know...you have to ACT.
And the first thing that you must understand about money to transform the way you
think is that there are 4 ways you can create it.
And the one you’re almost certainly choosing is keeping you STUCK trading time for
money.
I shot a training video to help you understand this CRUCIAL concept.
Go watch it now and leave a comment below sharing what you got out of it:
www.GoNowTo.com/cashflow

BREAK the Chains of Time for Money!
I’ll keep this email short, because the lesson in it is simple, and it’s something I’ve
already talked to you about.
The ONLY way to create the lifestyle of your dreams is to BREAK FREE from the
shackles of trading time for money.

Because true wealth is NOT measured in income alone.
Just ask a big cat CEO working 70+ hours a week if he’s happy. If he doesn’t dream of
escaping his job. If his family wouldn’t trade all his money for more TIME with him.
I shot a training video to explain how people will REAL wealth have broken the chains of
time for money.
Go watch it now:
www.GoNowTo.com/cashflow
I’d love to hear your thoughts on what you learned, so don’t forget to leave your
comment below the video.

Maybe This Will do the Trick?
There are only two things that move human beings to action: PAIN and PLEASURE.
The carrot and the stick.
But most of us would do MUCH more to avoid pain than we ever would to gain
pleasure. And hey, if that’s what’s going to move you to finally make the DECISION and
commit to creating a life of prosperity…
Then that’s what I’ll give you.
Here are some stats to get you MOVING out of the “middle class”, paycheck to
paycheck reality:
The National Institute on Retirement Security reports that most people getting ready to
retire have $3,000 - $12,000 to their name.
How could anyone possibly live with nothing but that to their name? The answer is they
can’t.
And the harsh truth is that, unless you DO something about your situation, chances are,
you too will end up as a burden to your family, instead of becoming a solid rock they can
lean on.

Surveys show most Americans don't have $1,000 in their bank account.
What if an emergency comes up? An expensive sickness, the car gets broken, maybe
you or your partner get laid off…
What then?
Most people end up going even further into debt, tightening the rope around their necks
even further.
The average debt for an American Household?
$16,000 on credit cards ONLY.
Add in mortgages, student loans and auto loans and the total shoots beyond $130,000.
Do you think most people will EVER be able to get out of such crushing debt? When
they’re borrowing from next month to pay the bills for this month?
Not likely. Not unless they realize that life NEVER gets better by chance.
If it is to get better, it must be by CHANGE.
If nothing changes, nothing changes. If you want a better lifestyle, more money, more
time with your family…You are the only person who can make that happen.
And it all starts with a DECISION. With DECIDING that you’re committed to MAKING it
better. That’s what I want you to do TODAY. That’s what I want you to CHOOSE today.
If the pleasure of your dream lifestyle is not enough to get you moving...I hope the real
stats I presented you with today will.
Once you make a decision, you’ll find a way. I don’t doubt that one bit.
It may take you a while… and I’m here to help get you there faster.
Are You an F or an S Kind of Person?
When it comes to money, there are only two reasons behind what we chose as the way
we generate income.

Remember when I told you about pain and pleasure?
Well, deep down, it's the same two drivers that guide us when it comes to money:
Security vs Freedom
Normally, people who value security tend to choose to work the same job for very long
and they feel happy as long as they can provide a secure future for their families.
While people who value freedom more tend to do whatever it takes to own their time,
choosing to start their own businesses, freelance or work from home.
And that worked perfectly fine, because people who valued security used to get taken
care of by the government and the corporations they worked for.
In the past, you could just work the same job until you retired, and while you would have
probably lived an unfulfilled life (unless you truly loved your job), chances were low that
you would go through hardship.
It used to be true that having a college degree guaranteed you would have a good job
for life. And it used to be true that social security and pensions were enough to cover
your expenses after you retired.
But that is NOT TRUE anymore.
The old paradigm isn’t dying...IT HAS ALREADY DIED.
I already gave you some scary actual stats to prove this point on yesterday’s email, but
you don’t need any of them to realize what’s going on.
Just look around...
How many people you know can’t retire because they couldn’t make ends meet? How
many have been laid off and are struggling to find a job? How many college graduates
do you know that aren’t getting a dime out of their expensive college degree?
Things have CHANGED. And people who value security MUST wake up to the fact that
there is no longer any security in society’s laid out path.

So whether you value security over freedom or freedom over security, it is no longer a
choice. To have either of them you MUST create additional sources of income for
yourself.
The good news is that it has never been easier to do so and in today’s day and age.
The internet has opened an incredible amount of possibilities.
And this may just be the vehicle you need to find BOTH security and freedom - in record
setting time:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

Do THIS and the Rest Will Follow
I know I’ve been hitting you over the head like a madman these last few chapters.
But I see it as my moral duty to SHAKE YOU and get you to realize that the path you’re
heading down does NOT end well.
The old tale "Be a good little boy/girl. Get good grades. Got to college. Find a good job.
Put away money into your retirement account and you’ll be just fine." NO LONGER
WORKS.
It may have in the past… but it’s become a LIE.
The old way to comfort has become the way to a life of financial stress, crushing debt
and a complete lack of freedom.
And yes… I know I’ve been telling you this time and time again.
But it bears repeating.
Because if just one of these emails makes something inside you click… if just one of
these emails makes the fire in you burn… If you DECIDE that you’re no longer settling
because of one of these emails…
That is the day that will mark the start of your journey to prosperity and freedom. Just
like it did for me.

So COMMIT my friend. COMMIT and trust the process. Have faith that the path will
show itself once you make a decision.
Look, you may decide to let me mentor you and make your path that much easier… or
you may decide to conquer this challenge on your own. I’d love to assist you… but even
if you choose another path, I count that as a win.
Because once you decide… once you make it, and must in your mind…
The rest is just a matter of time.
It can take you a while… or you can do it fast. Let me help.

Your ESCAPE Plan
Have you watched the video I told you about where I explain the 4 ways of generating
income?
Go watch it now and come back to this book if you haven’t:
www.GoNowTo.com/cashflow
Employee, self employed, investor and business owner.
Now you know which paths lead to wealth and which paths lead to a life of comfort at
best - but more frequently to a life of financial struggles.
So how do you start? How do you start to put your money to work for you so you can
eventually retire young and never have to work again except on what truly makes you
passionate?
The BEST way to start is by becoming a business owner. But you may have already
heard that over 80% of businesses fail to make it past the first year…
Leaving their hopeful founders with massive debts to pay off.
UNLESS…
You start your own FRANCHISE business.

Franchises have a 95% success rate… because everything is already done FOR YOU.
You’re tapping into systems that WORK, selling product that have been PROVEN to sell
and following clear instructions that are guaranteed to get you results.
The best part? Normal business require the owner to be there ALL THE TIME or they
collapse. Franchises are ran by SYSTEMS - not by people.
So here’s your bullet-proof plan to wealth:
Invest in a franchise.
Reinvest the profits and grow your assets until you can become an investor and live the
lifestyle of your dreams.
You may be thinking you don’t have the money to set up your own franchise business…
but there IS a way for you to get going with very little starting cost and very little
overhead.

Make the MOST Out of Your Time and Money
I may be biased here, because I’ve sold over $180 million dollars and have built up my
dream life through online businesses…
But if you’re considering investing in building your own business (as you absolutely
SHOULD!), I strongly suggest you start it online.
Here’s why:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Minimal starting cost
Very little overhead
Easy to get started
Can leverage automation to do most of the tasks for you
Much easier to get eyeballs on a webpage than foot traffic to your store
If you’re selling digital products (like I suggest you should) you have employees,
no suppliers, no inventory, none of the usual hassle
VERY high profit margins
No need to worry about crime
Open 24/7 (without you having to actually be there)
Instant access to a worldwide market

And these are just some of the many advantages of starting your business online. As
you can see, it is a great idea especially if you don’t have much business experience or
a lot of extra cash you can sink into the business.
Now, there are many gurus out there that will teach you how build an online business.
Most of them are full of BS, but some of them are good.
They’ll teach that you need to place ads, capture people’s emails, create a product,
create a page to sell it, get a payment cart, write and send emails to your list and a
BUNCH of other stuff.
Maybe they will each show you how to one or even two of this things RIGHT.
If you stick through it and invest enough time and money, you will eventually learn
enough that you’ll actually make money.
After all, this doing business on the Internet works - and really well. You will eventually
crack the code.
Or, you can drastically shorten your learning curve and start to EARN WHILE YOU
LEARN. You can borrow my winning ads, my winning sales pages and emails, my
products and even my expert phone sales team to close sales FOR YOU.
Sounds better?
Learn all about it here:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

My Fondest Memory of 2015
While there are many great things about having a profitable Online Business, like being
able to travel around the world, work when and where I want to, buying the house and
car of my dreams with cash…
What makes the most happy by far is what I’ve been able to do for others.
That’s why I remember this moment so fondly:

See the full video here: www.GoNowTo.com/dadgift
My dad was the one who let me sleep on his couch when I was at the lowest point in my
life…
So this was something that really filled my heart up.
Here’s to you being able to give back to those that loved and supported you.

The KEY to Freedom
Look I’m MAD AS HELL about what’s going on in the world right now.
I’m PISSED when I see how many people were duped by the LIE that told them they
should just get good grades, get a good job and get comfortable.
But I’m also incredibly GRATEFUL.
Because right now, there is absolutely no reason why you shouldn’t have your own
profitable online business. It’s never been easier to start and grow your own business
as it is today.

But I get that it may seem like something completely new, and that might be stopping
you from taking the jump.
So I shot this training video to walk you through the overall structure of an online
business:
www.GoNowTo.com/bigpicture
It’s just a few minutes long and it’ll help you understand the bird’s eye-view on exactly
how an online business works.
Don’t forget to leave your comments below the video.

Internet Marketing 101
These days, there is no reason why you shouldn’t be making $2,000 to $20,000 a
month with your own Internet Marketing business.
There is no better way to make money, have fun and live an awesome lifestyle, with so
low overhead and minimal startup cost.
Well, I guess there is one reason…That you still don’t know HOW an online business
works.
Hey my friend, when it comes to money, ignorance is NOT bliss!
The good news is that I just finished editing a high-quality training video to walk you
through the overall structure of an online business. It’s just a few minutes long and it’ll
help you understand the bird’s eye-view on exactly how an online business works:
www.GoNowTo.com/bigpicture

WHAT to Sell Online for Big Profits
There are basically 3 things you could sell online:
1. Physical Products
2. Digital Products
3. Coaching/Mentoring

They can all help you build viable businesses, and they each have their advantages and
drawbacks.
You may think that the advantage of selling physical products is that you don’t have to
be an expert to get started...but that’s a big myth. Because you still need to know how to
build pages, generate traffic, write good emails, and a bunch of other things.
Plus, the profit margins are razor thin.
Coaching and mentoring, on the other hand, do have pretty good margins but they
require you to really know what you’re talking about.
Don’t EVER pretend that you can get someone results when you don’t have the chops.
That’s just plain WRONG. And even if you do have the skills, it can become just another
time for money trap (though definitely a better paid one).
The way I see it, digital products are by far the clear winner. You have GREAT profit
margins and you can deliver the same product to thousands of people 100%
automatically - so NONE of your time is taken up.
And while you do need to be an expert to create your own digital products… you DON’T
have to be one to SELL them.
I’ll tell you all about this massive SHORTCUT to online profits in a little bit.

Get there FASTER with the
Ultimate Online Business Shortcut
I told why I love digital products SO much:
● Very high margins
● No inventory to deal with
● No trading time for money - create it one time and sell it to thousands of people
with no more extra work
● Worldwide reach - if they have a credit card and speak English, they’re your
clients
● Very low startup cost

It’s never been easier to build, grow and run your business than in today’s information
economy.
But you’re probably thinking that you need to be an expert in something that people
would like to learn to start selling Digital Products.
But that’s NOT true. You do need to be an expert to CREATE a product that people
would get VALUE from… but you don’t need to be an expert to SELL amazing products
and generate A LOT of money - FAST.
It’s called affiliate marketing.
Basically, you have a license to sell other people’s products through a personal link they
give you. And if anyone buys from you link, you get a commission.
Depending on the price of the product, you can get anywhere from 30% to 70%
commissions.
This is a massive win win, because you get to leverage the expert’s work to make
money and the expert gets a percentage of a sale that wouldn’t have existed if you
hadn’t made it for them.
How SMART is that business model?
But, even though the product is created for you, most affiliate products still require you
to know how to create good ads, create pages to capture people’s email, follow up with
the list you’ll build effectively, etc.
Basically, you won’t need to know about the subject itself but you still need to know how
to sell stuff online before you start bringing in the cash.
UNLESS…
Unless the selling is taken care for you too. Unless the expert lets you borrow his
winning ads and tells you WHERE to place them. Unless you can borrow his highconverting emails to close more sales for you. Unless he’s willing to give your his
ENTIRE business...not just his product.
Then you can learn WHILE you earn. You can start to develop your career as an Online
Business Owner WHILE you’re making - a lot - of money.

No guru will ever give you this kind of access to his business. But I will:
It’s all right in this video: www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

Understand how to Use Leverage and WIN!
Leverage in the business world is a thing of beauty.
When you can use other people’s time, energy, money and resources in ways that
benefits both you and them, you can generate crazy amounts of money without having
to put in crazy amount of resources yourself.
That’s how Uber, Airbnb, Facebook and a whole lot of other Information-Age
businesses have build crazy wealth in incredibly short amounts of time.
Uber leverages other people’s cars and time to deliver a high quality, affordable
chauffeur service.
Airbnb leverages other people’s houses to give traveler’s a great experience and an
affordable place to sleep.
Facebook leverages other people’s content to keep millions of people glued to their
platform and make BILLIONS with their ads.
LEVERAGE brings these companies BILLIONS per year, and it helps them deliver
massive amounts of value to market place and to the people who partner up with them.
It’s the ultimate win-win in business, and it had never been as easy nor as POWERFUL
as it is in today’s Internet age.
How would you like to be able to LEVERAGE the expertise and the resources of an
Internet Millionaire?

The REAL Value of Information
When you’re selling digital products, the first thing you MUST understand is the value of
what you are actually selling.
You’re not selling your time. You’re not selling information. You’re not even selling your
knowledge.

What you’re selling is the value of the result that you deliver.
THAT’s what your clients want.
Think about that for a second… Let’s say you’re helping people improve their
relationships.
You must realize that people aren’t buying a video course or an ebook, not even the
time you spent on them or your expertise - because that doesn’t mean anything to them.
What they’re buying from you is the RESULT that you’re going to deliver.
Here’s what I mean: As I’m writing this in 2017, I’ve been married for 12 years to the
greatest woman on the planet. We just had a baby boy this October. Everything in our
relationship is awesome. But I can tell you this…
If she and I were having problems… If our relationship was on the rocks… And I went to
see a marriage counselor… I’m not thinking about buying an hour of that person’s time!
I’m thinking about saving my damned marriage!
That is LITERALLY all I care about. That’s what I’m really buying.
So you have to ask yourself, if you’re giving people the principles that can save their
marriage… What is that worth? I don’t know about you, but to me, that would be
priceless.
Think about it… If you can take someone who is about to lose the love of their life and
turn that situation around, what is that worth? It’s priceless.
So you MUST understand the value of what you’re really selling…
You’re not selling an E-book. You’re not selling a video course. You’re not selling any of
the things you think that you’re selling.
What you are really selling is a specific RESULT. And that’s the REAL value of
information!

It can help you transform lives and make a whole lot of money - FAST. To do this, you
could build your own digital product and figure out how to sell it. Or, you can let me and
my team do all of that FOR YOU.

A $165 BILLION Market...
Waiting for You to Take Your Share!
It’s not a secret anymore: the Online Education industry is EXPLODING.
Let me put it in perspective:
Consider that in 2011, about $35.6 billion was spent on self-paced e-learning worldwide.
In 2014, e-learning was a $56.2 billion industry, and that number hit $107 billion in 2015.
2016? $165 BILLION.
And it is showing no signs of stopping.
Here’s how you can take your piece of the pie - FAST:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

No Alarm Clock, No Stress, No Worries
It’s 11am and my body woke me up after a restful sleep.
Man, thank God I didn’t have to wake up early to go to work. After the way the baby
cried last night I would have been pummeled.
But, since I can choose when (and where) I work, I took the liberty of waking up when I
felt rested enough.
After a nice breakfast and a warm coffee, I open up my lap and check my email.
Nice. $4,570 in commissions and the day’s just getting started.
I don’t really feel like working yet, so I browse for a while, looking at possible locations
for the next family trip. It’s already been 2 months since the last one so it’s about time.

I get a message from one of my partners celebrating the final payment of his mortgage.
Damn I still remember the day I freed myself from debt… the feeling of freedom and
liberation was unmatched.
This PUMPS ME UP, of course, so I finally get to working. I place a few ads, answer a
few emails and get done with the work of the day.
I could just sit back and enjoy some Netflix for a while, maybe hit the gym or go out for a
walk. But today’s one of those days where PASSION kicks in and you work because
you WANT to - not because you need to.
So I start working on ways to make my partners more money, faster. So they too can
enjoy this amazing lifestyle and say goodbye to the life of robbing Peter to pay Paul I
was stuck in for so long…
This is a true story btw. That’s what my regular days look like, when you add in time
with the wife.
And I don’t say this to brag. I say this to show what’s possible when you leverage the
Internet to build a profitable, hands-off business.
What do you think? Sounds like fun?

Meet Kai Lo
You know what impresses me more than accolades?
What you've lost and how you came back from it....What you've survived and how it
made you a warrior...Your scars and what you did to heal them.
That’s why I love the story of Kai Lo, one of our members who’s been getting
commission after commission using nothing but FREE traffic - and a dose of courage.
Kai is an ex-con who did 2 years in jail for drug dealing.
He has the guts to be open about his past, and he had the strength to lift above his
circumstances and create a better future for himself.

As you could guess, it was very hard for him to get a decent job - which led him to look
for ways to make money online. It was far from easy. Kai sunk his life savings in one
program after another, gave it his all and saw NO results for months…
Until he found www.StartAndGrowBiz.com - where he got a completely done-for-you,
proven-to-work online business, and the education he needed to grow it - FAST.
Kai didn’t have an advertising budget when he joined. But he did NOT let that stop him.
His WHY was big enough to drive him to figure out to HOW.
So even though nobody knew him, he started creating his own content on his FB profile.
He started dropping useful, interesting comments on FB groups. “I was broke, but
people kept seeing my name.”
His profile picture, his cover photo and most of his posts were monetized with links to
his done-for-you sales video from Duplicate Dave…
So when people checked him out and clicked on his link...WE did all the telling and the
selling FOR HIM…
And he got a fat commission check every time a sale was made.
In just a few weeks he celebrated his first $5,000 day - all because his WHY was big
enough, and because he leveraged a system that WORKS.
Now the question is…
Will you let your excuses stop you?
Or will you join Kai in RISING above your circumstance...to live a life of prosperity and
freedom?

The Secret Internet Marketing Formula
to a 7 Figure Business
An Online Business is like an Iceberg.
The public only gets to see what’s going on on the surface… but there’s a WHOLE lot
more going on behind the scenes.

Trust me, if an online business is doing 7+ Figures, they’re not just selling the $47
ebook you saw on their page.
They have a complete VALUE LADDER set in place.
This concept is absolutely KEY. It is “The Secret Internet Marketing Formula to a 7
Figure Business”. And I explain it all in detail in this training video I just finished for you:
www.GoNowTo.com/valueladder
As with all training videos, let me know if you have any questions on the comments
below the video and I’ll do my best to answer them.

This Separates the REAL Businesses from the Wantpreneurs
You know how you can tell when someone’s just starting out as an online business
owner and when you’re looking at a REAL PRO?
It all depends on what happens after the first sale is made.
If you buy something - a gadget, a piece of clothing, an information product, whatever it
is - and you’re not offered something that would add more VALUE to you…
It’s a newbie that’s running the show.
A real pro understands that if he can give you something you want… he can always
give you MORE of what you want.
He understands that if you just bought a course that will teach you how to play guitar
faster and more accurately… chances are high you may be interested in a more
comprehensive course to dive deep into techniques that are specific to Metal - which
requires fast playing.
He understands that you’d be willing to pay MORE for something that would bring you
MORE value.
And he’s going to offer it to you!
Because he wants to help more people in more ways - and make more money.

This is called the “Value Ladder”. And it’s the single most important concept that
separates the noobs from the pros.

A Buyer is a Buyer is a Buyer
Do you know who is the most likely to buy a course on how to play golf?
Someone who JUST bought a course on how to play golf.
Think about it.
He has already decided to invest into improving his play. For whatever reason, this has
become a priority to him. So he buys a course that teaches him how to increase the
length of his drive.
Isn’t he the most likely person to now invest in a course to improve his short game?
The real pros understand this principle: “A buyer is a buyer is a buyer”. And they use it
to help more people in more ways - and make more money!
If you’re offering your customers only one solution, you’re selling both them and yourself
short. You’ve got more to give.
I explain this all in detail in this short training video:
www.GoNowTo.com/valueladder
This concept is absolutely KEY. So be sure to invest a few minutes and watch the video
with pen and paper in hand today.

Over 80% of Your Sales Will be Made HERE
Have you ever heard the classic online business saying “the money is in the list”?
Well, it’s a classic saying because it’s true.
The fact is, less than 20% of your buyers will choose to buy when first presented with
your offer.

Most people need time to warm up to an idea. They need to get to know, like and trust
you. Most won’t be at the right time and place in their lives to take you up on your offer.
That’s why is so CRUCIAL that you’re able to follow up with your prospect and stay on
top of mind until they’re ready to buy.
There’s a VERY important principle behind follow up that WORKS. And I’ll tell you all
about it next.
Relentless VALUE Offers
Let’s be honest here.
This is deep within the book now. You’ve chosen to keep reading, and you even chose
to turn the page.
I’d be willing to bet that your choices would have been VERY different if you didn’t feel
like you got VALUE out of reading my story up until now. I don’t think you’d be here if
you didn’t think that my story somehow added VALUE to you.
That being said, I wouldn’t make any money - nor would I be able to help you as best as
I can - if I didn’t also made you an OFFER of take the next step.
And that my friend, is the KEY to effective follow up. You must find a way to add value
AND make compelling offers. Both are crucial for your profits - and for your impact.
If you want a crash course on how to do this effectively, you can go through and re-read
this book. See how I tied them together, how I kept you intrigued for what was coming,
how I balanced VALUE with OFFERS - it’d be a very educating experience.
Or, you can skip the learning and get straight to the EARNING:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

Automation, Automation, Automation
Ah, the beauty of automation.
I’m probably spending quality time with the wife right now - or maybe I’m still sleeping.

Yet people are getting an email just like this message from me… as are over 100,000
people.
That’s the beauty of autoresponders: softwares that automate your follow up for you, so
you can spend your time doing what you love and they will take care of making sure all
your prospects are being well taken care of.
These are KEY to any online business, but you don’t need to understand how they work
or even how to set them up to start making money.
Just know that they exist, and that they make life waaay easier for us digital
entrepreneurs.
I’ll teach all about them eventually. But I want to get you to your first $5K month before
we get too technical.

The Ultimate Information Age Sales Tool
Businessman from even just 20 years ago would have KILLED for the kind of tools we
have access to nowadays.
Before, if you wanted to scale your business and SELL MORE, you had to hire and train
a team of salesman so they could go out and present your product or service to more
prospects - and close the sale.
If you wanted to reach 10 people a day, you had to hire 3-5 salesmen. Take things up a
notch and to get to 100, you’d need 30-50, plus 3-5 sales managers.
And in all honesty, not everyone was born to lead a team of 50+ people.
But the Internet came along and completely REVOLUTIONIZED the sales process.
Now, a single video - if CORRECTLY structured - can do the job of 1,000 sales
people...and it takes no vacations, needs no managing and asks for no salary in return!
At the same time you watch any of my videos, there are thousands of people around the
world who are watching them too. Videos are the ultimate sales tool in today’s
information age!
Of course, creating effective videos that compel action and generate sales is a SKILL
nobody is born with.

But it is a VERY profitable one. Personally, it’s made me over $170 Million dollars in
online sales - all done through video.
And you don’t have to go through the learning curve before you start cashing in on the
power of sales videos!
I’m going to let you borrow mine.
WHILE I teach you the most cutting edge principles and techniques for online sales, I’m
going to let you borrow my successful sales videos (and all my other tools), so you skip
right through the learning curve and start making money NOW.
Get them here:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

Video Persuasion Crash Course
I’ll keep this short and sweet.
Here’s the FASTEST way for you to get your own crash course on persuading through
video:
ANALYZE winning sales videos.
Don’t just watch them. Have your notebook and pen ready and break them down into
sections. Think about what each section is meant to accomplish. Take notes of the
powerful phrases that are used - and how they are used.
Start with this one:
www.GoNowTo.com/endstress
If you analyze a few really good ones and start to practice creating your own, in a few
months you’ll have the skills to write decent sales videos that would bring more sales to
your business - and FREE your time as they do all of the selling for you.
But you don’t wait until you’re good enough to start bringing in cash…

You can borrow my successful sales videos, sales pages, email sequences, ads and
even my phone team to start closing sales FOR YOU…

Websites Are DEAD!
10 years ago, websites were the greatest things since sliced bread.
You could just put a website up to promote your products or services, and if you did
right, you could put in a dollar in advertising and generate 2 or more in sales.
But over the last 10 years, competition has gotten stronger.
Millions of new websites are popping up everyday, add costs online are going through
the roof and the same website you would put a dollar into ads and get two dollars back
out will now lose you money on every single sale.
It’s time to face it. The era of websites is OVER. In some markets they’re dying a slow
death, and in others, they’re already DEAD.
It doesn’t matter how much money you spend, how well you design them or what you
do now…
A dead duck is a dead duck.
That’s the bad news.
The good news is that just like how CDs replaced cassette tapes when they died, and
DVDs replace video tapes, the website has been replaced by something MUCH, MUCH
more powerful.
And the harsh reality is that online businesses that DON’T make the change will be left
behind. Unless they want to end up like Blockbuster and Kodak, they MUST adapt to
the new trend and make it their own.

The Rise of the Sales Funnel
Yes, websites are DEAD.

Online businesses that DON’T make the change will be left behind. Unless they want to
end up like Blockbuster and Kodak, they MUST adapt to the new trend and make it their
own.
The website has evolved. The SALES FUNNEL has risen!
Sales Funnels are designed with a single objective in mind: MAKE MORE SALES.
Your visitors are presented with a SINGLE, clear choice on every page of your funnel.
Enter their email, buy your low-end product, and buy your main product they can either
do it or leave. No browsing around, no checking out your “about us page”. Just a single
next step to take.
A well oiled sales funnel will have mechanisms in place to take your clients from one
step to the next: emails, ads, compelling videos and great written copy just to name a
few.
They make A LOT more money than websites because they require a more strategic
approach, and because they practically force you to have well thought out value ladder
in place.
(I’ve told you about the Value Ladder previously, but it basically means that you have
more than offer to make. McDonald’s “Would you like fries with that?” is a simple
example for it.)
Now, I know you may be thinking that it’ll be a while before you have more than one
offer to make, and before you can get a complete Sales Funnel ready to go.
And that just won’t cut it if you need to make money NOW...not months or even years
down the road.
The good news?
You don’t have to wait.
Right now, you have the opportunity to come in and duplicate my entire Sales Funnel.
You can borrow EVERYTHING:

●
●
●
●
●

My successful Social Media and paid advertising strategy
The exact pages I use to capture emails
The same sales videos that have already made me thousands of dollars
My proven-to-convert email sequences
And I’ll even let you use my expert Phone Sales Team to close High Ticket sales
FOR YOU!

You’ll be able to earn WHILE you learn. You’ll get to make $2,000 - $20,000 WHILE you
develop the skills you need to progress in your career as an online businessman.
You’ll get to make money NOW - not months or years down the road.
Sounds like a better plan?
Go here to duplicate my entire Sales Funnel and put it to work FOR YOU:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

The FUEL for Your Online Business
I get why so many people online swear by free traffic.
Sure, building your social media presence and ranking your sites on Google can mean
you get a ton of eyeballs on your pages, and you won’t have to pay a dime for them.
But I’m more of a results NOW kind of guy.
I don’t want to spend months or even years building something before I get to profit from
it.
And I specially don’t want to wait that long to get people to visit my website if I KNOW
that for every visitor, I make $3-$5 in sales.
Think about it…
If you had such a well oiled sales machine that for every single visitor you made $3-$5
in sales, would you rather invest $1-$2 to get qualified people to visit and get an
INSTANT 50%-150% return on your money…
Or would you choose to go the down the “free” path?

Didn’t think so.
The best news? You don’t have to build your own well oiled sales machine. You can
borrow mine.

CASE STUDY: This ONE Ad Brought in Over $500,000
Ah, the alchemy of paid advertising.
It’s like having a license to print money - except you are actually SERVING others and
giving VALUE while you’re bringing in profits.
Paid advertising has brought me well over $170 Million Dollars worth of online sales,
and it has allowed me to transform the lives of thousands of people.
And this has been one of my most successful ads to date:
www.GoNowTo.com/casestudy
I shot a high quality training video for you, where I walk you through exactly WHY the ad
worked so well.
These will be the best 5 minutes you invest this whole week.

Why I'd Rather Get 1,000 Clicks Than 5,000
Here’s a trick question:
Would you rather have 5,000 clicks to your website or 1,000?
ANSWER:
I don’t care about the amount of clicks. I care about how many of those clicks I can turn
into SALES.
Look, imagine you are offering a program to teach dog owners how to train their dogs.
What would you prefer?
5,000 clicks from cat owners... Or just 1,000 clicks from dog owners?

Option B would mean A WHOLE LOT more money to you.
That’s why choosing the RIGHT audience for your ads is SO CRUCIAL for your
success.
Ensure to watch this video to learn more about how finding the perfect audience
resulted in over $500,000 in sales from a single ad:
www.GoNowTo.com/casestudy

Start With Just $5 a Day
I’ve been telling you about the magic of paid advertising in my last few pages, but I
realized I’ve left a very important point out.
You DON’T need a big budget to make a killing with paid ads.
In fact, as long as you have a WINNING sales machine set up, you can start with as
little as $5.
Let’s make the math with my own sales funnel stats:
On average, every visitor results in $3, but let’s take that number down to $2.
Let’s say you pay $1 for every visitor, and you start with a $5 per day budget.
After 10 days, 50 visitors would have given you, on average, $100 in sales.
So what you do now is take a share of that as profit - I recommend 20% - and then put
the rest back into paid ads.
Now you have $80 to invest which brings you $160 in sales.
You take $40 as profit and reinvest $120.
Now you make $240, take $50 (to round up) and reinvest $190.
I could continue but I think you know what I mean now.

Of course, you could also burn your entire savings account when you don’t know what
you’re doing. The BEST way to guarantee a return on your money?
Send your clicks to a PROVEN Sales Funnel, use PROVEN ads and target the RIGHT
people with them.

Call Me Crazy, but…
Call me crazy, but I’m a little surprised you still haven’t taken me up on this:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com
If you are tired of stressing out about money, robbing Peter to pay Paul and living
paycheck to paycheck…
If you’ve DECIDED that you want OUT… that you WILL do what it takes to live your
dream lifestyle and give your family the BEST…
THIS is the easiest, fastest and most effective way there.
I’m letting you DUPLICATE MY BUSINESS to get the exact same results as me.
I’m going to give you the ads and tell you exactly where to place them. I’m going to give
you the premium-priced products and have my awesome phone team close sales for
you. I’m going to do all the email follow up for you.
I’m going to let you use my sales funnels, my sales copy, my sales videos, my phone
sales team….
And you’re going to collect big commissions, directly deposited into your bank
account….just like my business does everyday.
THIS is the only program where you’ll get to earn WHILE you learn… not after you’ve
figured everything out.

Will You Continue Heading Down the Same Path?
Look I’m sorry to be so blunt… but you gotta hear this.

The National Institute on Retirement Security reports that most people getting ready to
retire have $3,000 - $12,000 to their name.
How could anyone possibly live with nothing but that to their name? The answer is they
can’t.
And the harsh truth is that, unless you DO something about your situation, chances are
you too will end up as a burden to your family, instead of becoming a solid rock they can
lean on.
Surveys show most Americans don't have $1,000 in their bank account.
What if an emergency comes up? An expensive sickness, the car gets broken, maybe
you or your partner gets laid off…
What then?
Most people end up going even further into debt, tightening the rope around their necks
even further.
The average debt for an American Household?
$16,000 on credit cards ONLY.
Add in mortgages, student loans and auto loans and the total shoots beyond $130,000.
Do you think most people will EVER be able to get out of such crushing debt? When
they’re borrowing from next month to pay the bills for this month?
Not likely. Not unless they realize that life NEVER gets better by chance.
If it is to get better, it must be by CHANGE.
If nothing changes, nothing changes. If you want a better lifestyle, more money, more
time with my family…You are the only person who can make that happen.
And if you understand this… If you grasp the reality we’re facing… I KNOW there’s no
doubt in your mind.
You gotta get moving. NOW.

Take action. I’ll help you break free:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com
This is pretty much your last chance to borrow my ENTIRE online business and collect
big commissions, directly deposited into your bank account.
I’ve been encouraging you to take action on this amazing opportunity throughout this
book… but now time is up.
This is the LAST time you’ll hear me talking about it.
So this is your last chance.
Get in now, or risk missing out completely.
It’s your time,
Dave
P.S. Remember, I’m going to give you the ads and tell you exactly where to place them.
I’m going to give you the premium-priced products and have my awesome phone team
close sales for you.
I’m going to do all the email follow up for you. I’m going to let you use my sales funnels,
my sales copy, my sales videos, my phone sales team….
And you’re going to collect big commissions, directly deposited into your bank
account….just like my business does everyday.
THIS is the only program where you’ll get to earn WHILE you learn… not after you’ve
figured everything out.
Go to the link below and start making money NOW:
www.StartAndGrowBiz.com

